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In 2019 PIEFA commissioned YouthInsight to conduct a national study among students 
in years 7 to 12, to assess young people’s awareness, understanding and perceptions of 
food and fibre production in Australia.

The research also sought out to gauge the knowledge and appeal of careers in the food 
and fibre industry, with the aim of using the insights to help increase awareness of the 
career options available and understanding how to make it a more attractive option for 
young people. 

While there was also ambitions to collect feedback from existing PIEFA schools, the 
response rate from this niche cohort was too low to report on. 

The research identified some knowledge gaps for students around the awareness of 
industries associated with Food and Fibre and also identified some misconceptions 
about the industry.

With clear industry benchmarks now established for students, PIEFA commissioned a 
second round of research, now focused on understanding the role teachers play in 
increasing awareness and engagement among students towards food and fibre.

This research report takes a deep dive into the world of educators in Australia, to better 
understand their needs when it comes to primary industries resources. By better 
understanding the needs of teachers, PIEFA hopes to be able to take a data led approach 
in the development of the right resources to help teachers educate students about 
primary industries and encourage them to pursue further education and careers in this 
field.

Background



Establishing the current state
• Teacher/school perceptions and understating of primary industries
• Current emphasis on teaching about primary industries. How is it 

mapped to the curriculum/learning progressions? 
• Which resources are teachers currently using? How and where are 

they accessed from? What is the existing content, format and 
delivery method for these resources?

• The pros and cons of the existing resources
Establishing the optimal future state
• Understand knowledge gaps and misconceptions of teachers of 

primary industries
• Identify opportunities to raise the emphasis on primary industries
• Ascertain what resources teachers need to facilitate teaching about 

primary industries – e.g. types of resources, (assessments, 
professional learning, teaching and learning), and formats 
(worksheets, videos, interactives, online courses, etc)

Objectives



Teaching Experience

Previous PI Employment Internet Access

5%

93%

2%

Yes (staff
only)

Yes (staff &
students)

No

Device Access for Students

State

50%
14%
14%

6%
9%

1%
5%

1%

NSW
VIC

QLD
WA
SA

ACT
TAS

NT

3%

9%

20%

68%

Less than 1 year

2 – 5 years

6 – 10 years

More than 10
years

Current Teaching Role 

59%
17%
15%

3%
2%
1%
1%
1%

Classroom teacher

Other

Curriculum Coordinator

Instructional leader

Year level Coordinator

Learning Support…

Assistant/Deputy principal

Principal

Total sample: n=139; * Regional specified as more than 50km from CBD

School Type 

38%

29%

6%

26%

Metro

Regional*

Remote

Rural

Sector 

60%

14%

24% 2%

Government Catholic
Independent Other

66%

34%

Yes No

42%

33%

23%

2%

Yes (own devices)

Yes (school devices)

Yes, (select classes)

No

Sample profile
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Subjects Taught

Q. What subjects do you currently teach? (Multi-code). Total sample: n=139 

53%

37%

24%

22%

17%

14%

10%

9%

7%

6%

6%

Agriculture

Science

Primary industries/food and fibre

Technology

Other

Food technology/food related

English

Mathematics

HASS

Biology

Geography

6%

5%

4%

4%

3%

3%

2%

2%

1%

1%

1%

History

Textiles

Chemistry

Certificate VET

Design and technology

Health

Industrial arts (wood/metal)

Physical education

Business studies/marketing

Commerce/economics

Computing/IT

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

1%

Engineering

Hospitality

Industrial
technology

STEM

Arts/music

Civics and
citizenship

Drama

Environmental
systems and…

Literacy and
phonics

Media studies
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Summary of Findings



Summary of Findings
Teacher Perspectives
• Understanding of the term ‘primary industries’ was strong amongst participating school teachers, with the majority defining the 

term in relation to the industries involved in production, growth or harvesting of natural resources. 

• When it came to the term ‘food and fibre’ understanding was also strong, however, teachers often defined the terms separately
instead of as a concept (or in relation to primary industries) and there was some confusion regarding the definition of fibre (i.e. 
products containing dietary fibre such as cereal vs. natural fibres such as cotton).

• The most common industries associated with primary industries were closely involved in the primary production of food and fibre.
In line with this, the main jobs they could identify related to farming and agriculture. 

• When asked about their feelings towards food and fibre industries, teachers feel most positive about plant-based industries, such 
as fruit and veg growing, wool and horticulture. However, the exception to this rule is that teachers feel fairly negative towards rice, 
cotton and forestry. 

• When asked how important it is to teach students about food and fibre production in Australia, almost all (93%) said it was very
important. They are driven by global perspectives on food and fibre and a desire to help students to realise the value in local,
sustainable and responsible production in the future. Teachers regard all key areas related to food and fibre production as being 
important, with water conservation scoring highest.

• Teachers they said that they are passionate about being authentic; getting the ‘real story’ out there, as well as promoting 
sustainability and future-focussed production, when teaching about primary industries. On the other hand, they are uncomfortable
teaching the harsher realities of food and fibre production, topics they don’t have experience in, or topics which contradict their 
personal beliefs and values.
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Summary of Findings
• When it comes to influences on teachers’ feelings about teaching about primary industries, the research identified that the 

availability of resources to use in the classroom and the ease of engaging students in the topic are the key influencers. Producing 
engaging resources is likely to have a direct impact.

• Teachers were asked how they felt about future job opportunities in the industry for school leavers, and perceptions were most 
positive for horticulture and livestock farming, and least positive for cotton, pig and cane farming.

Teacher Practices
• Positively, the majority of Primezone teachers report that their school has specific content/curriculum related to food and fibre 

production. Half of teachers said they reference food and fibre all the time as a standalone subject, however, this was driven by 
rural/remote schools – those from metro schools were significantly less likely to have a standalone subject at their school.

• There is strong participation in general initiatives such as school vegetable garden programs, farm excursions and composting
programs – however, again participation in some of these initiatives is more common in rural/remote schools. When asked to 
evaluate the programs or activities they participated in, generally views were positive, with the majority are seen as enjoyable and 
well suited to the curriculum. Cost and timetabling is an issue for some schools.

• In terms of subjects that best facilitate student learning in relation to food and fibre, agriculture, science and geography were 
regarded as the logical fit. 

• When it comes to teacher confidence, almost all Primezone teachers reported feeling confident (94%), with a majority feeling very 
confident (58%). Despite this, there is a desire for additional support via curriculum-aligned resources, and greater access to 
experts for in-school support. 
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Summary of Findings
Engagement & Resources
• Most teachers find it easy to engage students in food and fibre related topics and leverage hands on activities such as vegetable 

growing and cooking in addition to excursions to drive engagement.

• The majority of teachers use videos and hands-on activities such as growing vegetables and paddock to plate; they could also list 
many useful websites and resources which we have listed in the report. Generally, the core themes were a preference for 
interactive, hands on, engaging and up-to-date tools which encourage class discussion.

• Teachers seek resources that are engaging, connected to the real world (relevant), and are easily adaptable to their class needs
(editable). They are inspired by personal experience, industry news and the real world. In terms of resource format, tactile (hands 
on) formats are preferred, along with video. 

Primezone Resources
• Three quarters of the teachers surveyed use or have used the Primezone website. Other commonly used websites were Meat & 

Livestock Australia, Cotton Australia and Australian Pork. Those who use the Primezone website were most likely to also visit a 
range of industry-specific sites.

• While 72% said they had visited ‘www primezone.edu.au (Primary Industries Education Foundation of Australia)’ when prompted 
with PIEFA, when asked if they had visited the Primezone website (without mentioning PIEFA) only 59% said they had. This 
suggests a disconnect between PIEFA and Primezone – not all teachers are connecting the dots. It’s important for PIEFA to 
associate their name with Primezone resources, the Primezone name alone is not as memorable.
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Summary of Findings
• Despite this, Uptake of the Primezone website is strong – especially among those who teach food and fibre all the time. However, 

reach could be improved among core subject teachers, many of which say they didn’t know it existed.

• One in two teachers are using Primezone at least monthly and primarily used to search for & access learning resources. It is also 
key in driving traffic to industry-specific websites. The last visit to Primezone was within the last month for almost one in two 
teachers, in an effort to find content and resources for classroom use. 

• Most who have visited Primezone have used content in their classrooms, with the majority finding it relatively easy to use and 
engaging for students. However, there is some scope for improvement to enhance impact in the classroom – particularly in 
secondary level resources and in the amount of ‘re-work’ teachers need (want) to do to implement the resources.

• Consistent with this, advocacy for the Primezone website is mixed.  While promoted as a great site for ‘cross-curricular’ resources 
and connecting to industry, some struggle with functionality and relevance of content. 

Professional Learning
• Face-to-face workshops are the most preferred delivery mechanism for food and fibre related professional learning. There is 

scope for online workshops and self-paced modules available on the Primezone website. 

• Preference for workshops and seminars is during working hours.
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Detailed findings



Teacher 
Perspectives



Understanding of ‘primary industries’ was strong 
amongst participating Primezone school teachers

13. Firstly, what does the term ‘primary industries’ mean to you? CODED, multi code. Total sample: n=139;

“Primary Industries encompasses a range of animal and 
plant enterprises and their supporting stakeholders 

including beef, cotton, dairy, fishing and aquaculture, 
forestry, grains, horticulture, new and (but not limited 

to), pork, poultry, sheep meat, sugar, wine, and wool. It is 
a fundamental part of our economy and provides the 

framework for much of our cultural history.”

Understanding of ‘primary industries’ - coded

59%

41%

35%

33%

27%

20%

14%

6%

5%

Production/produce/growing/harvest

Food/meat/seafood/livestock

Agriculture

Raw or natural materials/products e.g.
wool/cotton/hemp/wood/timber

Fibre/clothing

Farming

Mining

Supply humans / population with the things they
need

Refers to a course/education/study/VET

Those in regional/rural areas were more likely to understand the term 
‘primary industries’ in reference to an educational course/VET 
course/area of study (8%, vs. 0% of those in metro areas).

“Primary industries encompass the main industries that 
are required for all other industries to function - such as 

agriculture, mining, fishing and forestry. It is the base 
industries for modern living.”
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Understanding of ‘food’ was clear, but understanding of ‘fibre’ was 
less clear and was interpreted in different ways. They were often 
defined separately instead of as a concept

Understanding of ‘food and fibre’ – coded

13. Firstly, what does the term ‘food and fibre’ mean to you? CODED, multi code. Total sample: n=139

50%

33%

32%

18%

14%

12%

12%

10%

9%

6%

3%

2%

1%

1%

6%

Food/fibre substances are grown/produced/harvested

Nutritional substances / nutrients / things we eat

Used to make clothing / material / things you wear / textiles

For human consumption/use/to sustain us

Cotton/silk/bamboo/hemp/wool etc

Raw/natural substances or products

Products of farming/come from farmers

Agricultural industries/enterprises

Crops/fruit/veg

Products of primary industries

Part of the curriculum/a topic to study/teach

Process of paddock to plate

Forestry/wood/timber

Unsure/not answered

Referred to previous answer re primary industries

“Production of food from primary industries 
such as agriculture, fishing and aquaculture. 

Production of naturally grown fibre (e.g. wool, 
cotton, hemp etc).”

“Food and fibre are the mainstays of primary 
production (farming) in Aus. There are often many 

stages of processing before these things are suitable 
for sale to the end user.”

There were mixed views as to whether fibre referred 
to nutritional fibre found in food, or fibres such as 
wool, hemp, cotton, etc. In addition, the term was 
often defined as two separate parts, instead of a 
whole. The link to primary industries was not 
mentioned by many.

“Food - Any nutritional substance that animals and 
humans eat and drink to sustain life and maintain 

growth. Fibre - relates to two different quantities, one 
is a filement we use to produce textiles and ropes, the 

other is plant material (mainly cellulose) which we 
humans can not digest but ruminant animals can.”
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Industries teachers considered as primary industries were often 
closely involved in primary production of food and fibre

14. When thinking about primary industries involved in producing food and fibre products in Australia which industries come to mind? CODED, multi code. Total sample: n=139. Showing responses >4% only

Industries associated with food and fibre

57%

44%

43%

32%

31%

31%

30%

27%

26%

24%

22%

20%

18%

16%

13%

Cotton

Cereals / Grain / oilseed

Wool

Beef

Fruit / vegetables

Dairy

Livestock / cattle / sheep / alpaca

Seafood / fisheries

Poultry / chicken

Forest and wood products (timber, wood)

Horticulture

Aquaculture

Farming - general

Agriculture

Pig farming

12%

12%

10%

9%

9%

8%

6%

6%

5%

5%

4%

4%

4%

4%

Hemp

Lamb

Wine / vinyard / grapes / winery

Oil / gas / mining

Egg

General - animal production

Cane growing

Rice

Plants

Insects / bees / honey

Flowers

Processing

Transport

Manufacturing

Those in regional/rural areas were 
more likely to think about poultry, 
horticulture, wool and beef 
industries than those in metro 
areas. 

Those in regional/rural areas could 
list on average 1.5 more industries 
than those in metro areas.

Those who do not teach PI-related 
subjects were significantly more 
likely to say ‘farming’ but could list 
the same number of industries on 
average (5).
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The main jobs associated with primary industries relate to farming 
and agriculture, but also business, science and research

15. And what types of jobs and careers come to mind when you think primary industries involved in producing food and fibre products in Australia. CODED, multi code. Total sample: n=139. Showing responses >2% only

Jobs and careers associated with primary industries

63%

37%

30%

30%

27%

27%

22%

22%

19%

15%

15%

12%

12%

11%

Farmer

Agronomist

Business-related e.g. manager/ sales

Research and development

Scientist

Labourer / manual worker / picker / farm hand

Shearer

Vet / other animal related

Transport

Engineer

Advertising / marketing

Mechanic

Machinery operators / technicians / dealers

Processing

10%

10%

9%

9%

8%

8%

7%

6%

6%

6%

6%

5%

5%

4%

4%

General - many jobs / a range

Driver e.g. truck driver

Horticulturalist

Technologist

Manufacturing

Pilots e.g. helicopter, gyrocopter,
drone

Consultant

Nutritionist

Teacher

Grazier

General agricultural job

Geneticist

Fishing / fisherman

Supplies/ supply chain

Finance

4%
4%
4%
4%

3%
2%
2%
2%

1%
1%
1%
1%
1%

1%
1%
1%

Quality control / food safety

Designer

Grower

Meat industry / butcher

Food scientist

Biologist

Packaging / packing

Mining

Logger

Hospitality

Textile /clothing maker

Chef

Lecturer

Conservationist

Wool broker

Factory worker
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The high proportion 
giving the answer 
‘farming’ is driven by 
those who do not teach 
PI-related subjects.



16. How do you feel personally about the following industries involved in producing food and fibre products in Australia? Total Base: n=139.  No significant differences by key demos in T2B @ 95% CI
Examples of Horticulture given - Horticulture (e g  Orchardist/fruit production Vegetable production Nursery production Cut flower production)

T2B%
96%
94%
94%
92%
89%
88%
86%
85%
85%
85%
84%
84%
76%
73%
73%
71%
62%

Feelings about food & fibre industries 

1

1
1

1
1
1
1
2

1
1
2

6
6

1
2

2
1

1
3

4
4
6
5

6
7

5
11

9
12
14

3
4
4
5
9
9

11
11

9
9

7
8

18
14

19
11

19

31
32

29
31
27

31
39
39
40
41

38
36

36
40

35
40

32

65
61

64
61
62

58
46
46
45
44

46
48

40
33

37
31
29

Fruit and Vegetable Growing
Wool growing

Horticulture (e.g. Orchardist/fruit production Vegetable production Nursery…
Livestock farming (e g  cow, sheep, goat)

Grape growing / Wine making
Grain, Oilseed Growing (e g  wheat, canola)

Dairy farming
Aquaculture (farming of aquatic animals and plants)

Egg farming
Poultry (e g  chicken, duck) farming

Fisheries
Meat processing

Cane growing
Forest and wood products (timber, paper)

Pig farming
Cotton Growing

Rice growing

Not positive at all Not really positive Neither Somewhat positive Very positive

Teachers’ negative perceptions of food and fibre industries are based 
on latent environmental concerns
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Those who teach PI-related subjects 
were more likely to feel positive about 
the majority of industries, perhaps due 
to being better informed.



Teachers’ perceptions of the importance of teaching about f&f are driven 
by a desire to help students to understand global perspectives and the 
value in local, sustainable and responsible production

Q. How important do you feel it is to teach students a about food and fibre production in Australia? / And why do you say that?Total Base: n=139.  No significant differences by key demos in T2B @ 95% CI

1% 0% 0%
6%

93%

Not important
at all

Not really
important

Neither
important nor
unimportant

Somewhat
important

Very important

Importance of teaching about food and fibre
production in Australia 

T2B: 99%

“I have come from a migrant background where my parents knew real food 
shortages. Consequently, I have a huge recognition of the need to support a viable 

and vibrant farming sector.”

“The world has a rapidly growing population. Agriculture, science and technology will 
play a vital role in meeting the population's requirements in terms of food, clothing 

and shelter, energy and sustainability for human survival.”

“More kids than ever are disconnected with where food and fibre comes from. 
Environmentally and politically, we should be aiming to produce as much of our own 
food in particular, in Australia. For Australians to value local production they need to 

know something about it.”

“Finding a balance between human needs and the needs of the natural environment 
are things that need real understanding in order for future generations to make 

sound, informed decisions.”
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Teachers regard all key areas related to food and fibre production 
as being important with water conservation ranking as most 
important 

21. How important do you believe it is to teach students about the following in school today? Total Base: n=139.  No significant differences by key demos in T2B @ 95% CI

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

4

5

8

4

22

16

9

12

26

21

29

92

95

77

83

90

86

70

74

65

Water conservation

Sustainability

Technology and innovation in agriculture

Renewable resources

Environmental management

Food security

Climate change

Careers in the industry

Indigenous connections

Not important at all Not really important Neither Somewhat important Very important

T2B%

100

99

99

99

99

99

96

95

94

Perceived importance of teaching specific topics
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Teachers are passionate about telling the ‘real story’ to students as 
well as promoting sustainability and future-focussed production

19. Thinking specifically about teaching related to food and fibre production, are there any topics that you feel passionate about teaching your students about? If so, please tell us about them.  Base: Total Sample n=139

“I like to change up topics from time 
to time so I am open to teaching 

different enterprises as long as I have 
resources to support the teaching 

and learning outcomes.”

“We teach a diverse range of enterprises and are lucky 
enough to be well resourced. But beef is a favourite at the 

moment. I think it is receiving a lot of undeserved 
negative attention, particularly from animal welfare and 

climate change activists. I like to ensure my students are 
learning about the benefits of sustainably produced 
grass-fed beef. The importance of their role in the 
recycling of nutrients and storing of carbon in well 

vegetated pasture systems. Veggies are exciting for 
students at the moment with the use of automation and 

robotics. Chickens are also great for connecting kids with 
animals and teaching the animal welfare principles.”

“Explaining how most farmers and producers care for their livestock and their land and water 
resources, and have a strong sense of stewardship, as well as skills and expertise in 

production systems.”

“Water issues - conflicting demands between 
different user groups, needs of environment, 

those downstream etc.”

“Treating animals in a humane way 
when farming. Sustainable fisheries to 

prevent an already depleted ocean.  
Developing fibres that are biodegradable 

to prevent further degradation of the 
natural world.”

“The potential of aquaculture. It is continually 
frustrating that aquaculture and fisheries are forgotten 

about when people speak of primary industries 
education. In Tasmania the salmon aquaculture 

industry is our single biggest primary producer but is 
not included in the Tasmanian Primary Industries 

Education Framework.”

“Sustainable farming to reduce our carbon 
footprint. Use of technology and science to 

increase food and fibre production and 
quality. The roles of agriculture, science 
research and technology to adapt to a 
changing climate and solve emerging 

problems.”

“Farming for the 21st Century.”

Topics that teachers feel passionate teaching
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Teachers are uncomfortable teaching harsher realities of food and 
fibre production, topics they don’t have experience in or topics 
which contradict their personal beliefs and values

20. And are there any topics related to food and fibre production that you feel uncomfortable about teaching? If so, please tell us about them. Base: Total Sample n=139

“Overseas live exporting of animals, 
cultural differences in producing 
food, importance of developing 

different food sources.”

“I don't teach pork because of the diversity of cultures and 
religious beliefs in our school. I'm also uncomfortable raising 

pigs for slaughter while knowing they have a high level of 
intelligence compared to other farm raised animals.”

“Cotton and rice production in Australia...I feel these industries are not entirely suited to the 
Australian climate and are done more for profit sake rather than for sustainability.”

“Cropping as I have had limited experience 
with this industry, as my knowledge 

becomes better I become more confident. 
Also having resources to engage the 

students.”

“I have massive concerns with forestry and mining. I have visited mines all over Australia and 
been to mines and forests with members of the industry on special teacher education in-

services but these concerns persist. I also have issues with food crops that consume huge 
amounts of water. I have visited a number of farms across Australia to learn about changes 
in addressing some of these concerns. I have witnessed dreadful environmental destruction 
from traditional European practices. We understand so much more now and I am heartened 

to see the steps that individuals and some industries are taking but too many people in some 
industries and areas are short-sighted.”

“Meat processing - I don't feel that children need to be 
taught details about this part in primary.”

“Sometimes the thirstiness of our irrigation crops in a very 
dry country leave me confused about their future and the 

impact on the greater environment concerns me.”

“Ethics can be challenging especially when students 
come from homes clearly opposed to a range of 

primary production processes based on emotional 
appeal, rather than facts.”

Topics that teachers feel uncomfortable teaching
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Availability of resources and the ease of engaging students in learning 
activities are key influences on perceptions of teaching food and fibre 
related topics 

23. Which of the following have most influenced your thoughts and feelings about teaching students about food and fibre related industries and processes? ? Total Base: n=139.  No significant differences by key demos @ 95% CI

70%

47%

29%
24% 23% 22%

14%
7%

Availability of resources
to use in the classroom

Difficulty/ease to
engage in students in

activities related to
food and fibre

World views Mainstream media Previous good/bad
experiences

Other Social Media None of these

“…perceptions of the subject being a 
bludge.”

“… students who struggle with the 
core subject classrooms can find 

the success without severe 
pressure. Agriculture has been a 

dumping ground of the behavioural 
challenged students.”

“We love the Good Meat virtual 
classroom sessions every term!”

“Life experiences. Prior to teaching, I was 
involved in several aspects of primary 

production.”

“I was an agronomist.”

Influences on teaching about primary industries
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Perceptions of job and career prospects are relatively strong and 
are led by horticulture, livestock farming and grape growing –
driven by those in regional/rural areas

22.  And how do you feel about the future job and career opportunities for school leavers in the following Primary Industries? Total Base: n=139. Significant differences by key demos in T2B @ 95% CI

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

4

1

2

2

4

4

3

4

8

12

14

10

12

9

12

14

16

22

19

16

22

22

27

28

41

38

37

45

42

34

44

41

40

37

39

35

47

45

35

34

42

31

24

22

22

20

13

Horticulture

Livestock farming (e g  cow, sheep, goat)

Grape growing / Wine making

Fisheries/Aquaculture

Grain, Oilseed Growing (e g  wheat, canola)

Meat processing

Dairy farming

Forest and wood products (timber, paper)

Cotton Growing

Pig farming

Cane growing

Not positive at all Not really positive Neither Somewhat positive Very positive

T2B%

85

82

80

76

76

75

65

61

59

59

48

Those in Rural and Remote 
schools were significantly 

more likely to have positive 
perceptions of jobs in many 

of these industries than 
those in Metro schools.

As do those who teach 
food and fibre regularly or 
more often as part of their 
classes, those who studied 

agriculture at university, 
and those who have 

worked in related 
industries.

Those who teach PI-related 
subjects were the most 

likely to feel positive across 
these industries, followed 

by STEM teachers and then 
followed by teachers of 

other subjects. 

Feelings about job & career opportunities in primary industries 
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Across most industries, those in 
regional/rural areas were 
significantly more likely to feel 
positive about careers compared 
to those in metro areas. See
tables for state breakdown.



Teacher 
Practices



Food and fibre related topics are entrenched in the 
curriculum being regularly taught as specific content 

74%

31%

17%

12%

8%

2%

We have specific content/curriculum related to food
and fibre production

We have specific extracurricular activities available
for students related to food and fibre

We don’t have any specific focus on studying food 
and fibre /Up to teachers discretion

We occasionally use food and fibre examples as
context for teaching core concepts related to the

curriculum (e g   maths or literacy) where relevant

Other

None of these

24. In the school where you currently teach which of the following best describes emphasis on teaching students about food and fibre?  25. How often do you include references to Food and Fibre industries and processes in classes 
you teach? Total Base: n=139.  Significant differences by key demos @ 95% CI noted.

4%

22%

22%

53%

Rarely

Occasionally – integrated into 
another subject (e g  Social 

Studies, Science)

Regularly – integrated into 
another subject (e g  Social 

Studies, Science)

All the time – as a standalone 
subject (e g  Agricultural Studies)

Those teaching in Rural and 
Remote schools were significantly 
more likely than metro teachers to 
teach Food and Fibre related topics 
all the time as part of a standalone 

subject (75% vs. 30%)

Those who have studied Ag at 
university or had previous work 

experience more likely to be 
teaching ‘all the time’ (71% and 

73%)

Emphasis on teaching about food and fibre Frequency of reference to food and fibre
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There is strong participation in general initiatives such as school 
vegetable garden programs, farm excursions and composting programs

42%

51%

31%

22% 24%

13%
8%

25%

12% 13%

21%
15%

6% 9%
4% 4%

52%

33% 35% 36%
30%

33% 34%

14%

26% 24%

5% 6%

14%

6% 4%
1%

81%

73%

60%

53%
49%

43%
40%

37% 36% 35%

25%
21% 19%

14%
8%

4%

School veg
gardens/ Kitchen
Garden Programs

Farm
Visits/Excursions

Composting
programs/Worm

farming

Compete in Royal
or Agricultural

Shows

Attend Royal or Ag
Shows

National Schools
Tree Planting Day

Sustainable ‘whole 
school’ practices 
(e.g. nude food)

Dairy Australia
programs

Landcare group
activities

Watching
BTN/Using BTN
for project work

MLA virtual
classroom

Career Harvest MyFuture Farmer Time Weed warriors Forest School

My Classroom My School Net Participation
26. Does your class or your school participate in any of the following as part of the school curriculum?  Total Base: n=139. Significant differences by key demos @ 95% CI noted.

However, there is relatively weak up take of specific industry initiatives 
such as the MLA Virtual Classroom, Farmer Time, Weed Warriors and 

Forest School 

(95% rural/remote vs. 49% metro)

Participation in programs/activities
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Programs are generally regarded as being fun for students, easy to use 
and suited to curriculum but access, scheduling and ‘fit’ with existing 
practice can be a challenge

75%

69%

48%

44%

43%

37%

13%

13%

6%

2%

8%

They were fun and enjoyable for students

They were well suited to the curriculum

They were easy to use / take part in

Students were inspired afterwards

They fitted in with the teaching timetable

They were low cost

The cost was too high

The scheduling meant it didn’t fit into the timetable

The information was too technical

It was of no interest to students

Other

24. Which of the following statements about the activities you participated in, in general, do you believe to be true? Total Base: n=139.   No significant differences by key demos @ 95% CI noted.

“Our school finishes at 2:15 a lot of the virtual 
programs with set times eliminates this possibility. 

Access to these are also a big problem.”

“They require a rethink of how curriculum is delivered, 
and this takes time and resources.”

“It can be hard as there is no central location to find 
all the activities offered.”

Observations on programs/activities participated in
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Agriculture, Science (incl. Environmental 
Science) and Geography regarded as 
logical fit for aligning food and fibre 
content

88%
65%

60%
54%
54%
53%

47%
45%

29%
28%

22%
22%
21%

12%
7%

1%

Agriculture
Science

Earth and environmental science
Geography

Home economics
Technology

Design and technology
Textiles

Marine studies
Business studies

Economics
Industrial technology

Maths
English
PDHPE

Don’t know

28.  Thinking about teaching topics related to food and fibre, in your opinion which subjects best facilitate student learning/investigations in this 
area? Total Base: n=139.  No significant differences by key demos @ 95% CI noted.

Subject alignment 



While most teachers are confident teaching this, there is a desire for 
more support via curriculum aligned resources (across all years) and 
more access to experts for in-school support

31.How confident do you feel about teaching topics related to food and fibre?   32. How could you be better supported to teach or incorporate topics related to food and fibre production in your class? Total Base: n=139   30. Can you give 
us some examples of strategies have you tried doing in the past to try and increase student engagement with food and fibre topics?  Base: n=101 (Those who found it easy to engage students).  Significant differences by key demos in T2B 
@ 95% CI

0%

2%

4%

36%

58%

Not confident at all

Not really confident

Neither

Somewhat confident

Very confident

Confidence in teaching food and fibre related topics

T2B: 94%

Desire for additional support through…

“I feel we have more resources available to teach food and fibre now, than we ever had. Our 
only issue is the diminishing number of commercial dairies available for our 145 yr10 

students to visit. We have now had to pretty much cancel this from our teaching program.”

“Increased access to curriculum aligned resources, in particular scope and sequence for all 
year levels, short learning sequences on specific topics that are interdisciplinary and 

include engaging experiential learning opportunities.”

“Possibly more interactive resources such as an online interactive/game such as the 
national geographic game 'Top crop’.”

“Teacher resource books that are directly related to  ACARA content and outcomes.   
Lessons that are no longer than 40 minutes of engaged time.  Resource sheets and simple 

assessments.”

“Easy access to experts in the field who are talented at providing some in-school support 
e.g. starting up garden, composting, worm farming; available for incursions or simply to 

talk to kids about their job, what they do and what pathways they took to get there.”

Those who teach ‘all the time’, have 
studied Ag at university or had 

previous work experience more likely 
to feel ‘very confident’ (73%; 74%; 68% 

respectively)
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Engagement & 
Resources 



78%

66%

64%

64%

59%

35%

22%

5%

Growing vegetables

In class cooking activities

Excursion to a farm

Paddock to plate activities

Raising chickens

Virtual farm tours

Other

None of the above
1%

4%

22%

35%

37%

Very difficult

Somewhat difficult

Neither easy nor
difficult

Somewhat easy

Very easy

Most teachers find it easy to engage students in food and fibre related 
topics and leverage hands on activities such as vegetable growing and 
cooking in addition to excursions to drive engagement

29. How easy or difficult do you find it to engage your students in topics related to food and fibre production? Total Base: n=139   30. Can you give us some examples of strategies have you tried doing in the past to try and increase 
student engagement with food and fibre topics?  Base: n=101 (Those who found it easy to engage students).  No significant differences by key demos in T2B @ 95% CI

Ease of engaging students in food and fibre topics 

T2B: 73%

Strategies for driving engagement 

“Three day excursions to the Riverina 
to study cotton, water, It, research, 
salinity, rural towns. Excursions to 

forestry operations and mills. 
Factory visits.”

“Operating salmon aquaculture 
system and construction of a         

sea-urchin hatchery.”

32

No significant difference in 
use of virtual farm tours 
across metro/regional.



Most teachers use videos and hands-on activities such as growing 
vegetables and paddock to plate; they could also list many useful 
websites 

33. What resources and activities do you use to teach about primary industries and food and fibre in class? Provide examples if possible. Total Base: n=139   No significant differences by key demos in T2B @ 95% CI

Resources used to teach food and fibre topics 

77%

73%

67%

66%

60%

57%

53%

51%

36%

36%

18%

Watch videos about farming

Growing vegetables

I use worksheets

I use Google to search for ideas

Excursion to a farm

Paddock to plate activities

Raising chickens

In class cooking activities

I go to specific websites

Virtual farm tours

Other

‘Other’ resource examples 

“Practical activities with our 
orchard, broadacre crops, 
sheep, cattle, pigs, other 

poultry.”

“Kiss the Ground movie, 2040 
movie, Sacred Cow, Seed.”

‘”Photos of personal experience 
in Ag.”

‘Other’ website examples 

• YouTube
• Department of Primary Industries
• P2P (Paddock to Plate) 
• Primezone
• Industry sites (e.g. GRDC, MLA, Dairy 

Australia, Wool CRC, Weed Wise, Cotton 
Australia)

• Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden 
PIEFA website

• accs.com.au
• Soils for Life
• Polyface Farm
• Organic Schools
• Permaculture and Biodynamics
• WWF
• Twinkl
• DAF
• BTN
• George the farmer
• GTAV
• American Ag teacher
• ABC rural
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Teachers listed a range of preferred resources, but the core themes 
were a need for interactive, hands on, engaging & up-to-date tools

“Dynamic Agriculture textbook.The
language is easily understood for the 
students and allows for an excellent 

base to start up discussions and 
head into further in-depth 

investigations.”

“The enterprise production on the school farm. They 
provide the students with hands on activities in producing 

and managing plants and animals to produce food 
products. It is a great way to increase student involvement 

and interest. Students can be involved in creating a 
product and managing processes and problems along the 

way. It is very satisfying.”

“We are mandated to use resources provided by our partner 
registered training organisation. Aquaculture is such a specialised

field that I develop any additional resources myself.”

“Our school farm provides an opportunity to 
teach hands on about sheep, poultry, vege
growing. Students respond well to doing 

rather than reading.”

“ Primezone is most preferred. The STEM 
lessons  are informative and easy to 

understand.”
“I have a detailed OneNote which incorporates a lot of 

resources I've collected over the years. The new Ag 
Tech Focus textbook is really good. NelsonNet have 

good worksheets and I still use some of the old 
fashioned BLM's from Dynamic Ag and Senior 

Australian Ag, although they are a bit dated in places.”

“Kitchen Garden Foundation provides 
heaps of resources to teach food 

education, and link to the curriculum. They 
are simple and based on kids' abilities and 
curiosity. Not all directly tied to food and 
fibre curriculum but the links are obvious, 

and the kids love the program.”

“Project based 
learning, real world 

issues.”

34. And which is your most preferred resource to use for teaching your students about primary industries and food and fibre? Why is that?  How does it help students to achieve learning outcomes?  Please provide as much detail as 
possible. . Total Base: n=139   No significant differences by key demos in T2B @ 95% CI

“GRDC ground Cover newsletter ; Book - Crops, People and 
Money by Kate Bourke.”

“Usually make my own recourses but 
appreciated PIEFA recourses during 
lockdown and easy to understand.”

Preferred resources
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88%

87%

86%

78%

65%

63%

62%

60%

58%

58%

55%

50%

37%

35%

33%

29%

7%

Are highly engaging for students

Are connected to the real world

Up-to-date, relevant and relatable content (modern)

Can be easily modified or adapted to suit individual class needs

Offer a range of activities to choose from to achieve outcomes

Feature rich, open ended tasks to support differentiation

Are aligned to Australian curriculum

Are available in a range of different formats to support range of…

Have been developed/ endorsed by industry experts/governing…

Are aligned to specific state/territory curriculum

Can simply be printed and implemented with minimal adaptation

Include supporting information about teaching strategies ‘how to’ …

Have been developed/endorsed by respected education authorities…

Offer teachers guidance on judgements /marking

Have been reviewed by peers/colleagues who have actually used…

Can suggest clear ‘next steps’ based on student data

Other

Teachers seek resources that are engaging, connected to the real world 
(relevant), and easily adaptable to their class needs.  They are inspired 
by personal experience, industry news and the real world

36.  And when searching for teaching and learning resources related to food and fibre production, which of the following are important factors for you when considering which resources to use? 37. How and where do you get the 
inspiration and come up with the activity ideas for your lesson plans around food and fibre lessons? Total Base: n=139   No significant differences by key demos in T2B @ 95% CI

Key requirements from resources sought Source of inspiration for lesson plans 

83%

69%

61%

53%

33%

24%

21%

21%

14%

9%

Personal experience

Food and Fibre related industry websites

Real world (film, TV, literature, current affairs,
news, documentaries, social media etc )

Colleagues and Mentors

Digital Peer networks (LinkedIn, Facebook
teaching groups etc )

Friends and Family

ACARA, Scootle

School’s own directory/learning hub/saved 
resource library

Tertiary Educational providers/publishers (e g
Harvard University, Auckland University etc )

Other
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75%

71%

70%

59%

55%

55%

45%

42%

4%

Tactile, hands on resources

Videos

Editable worksheets that can be adapted to suit your needs

Printable worksheets (e.g. PDF)

Interactive digital content (e.g.  quizzes, apps, games)

Online interactive lessons readily available to download

Visual learning aids (e.g.  posters)

Google classroom, One Note

Other

In terms of formats for resources, tactile (hands on) formats are 
preferred, along with video. Any worksheets must be editable

38.  What is your preferred format for resources that you use to support teaching in relation to food and fibre topics? Total Base: n=139   No significant differences by key demos in T2B @ 95% CI

Preferred format for resources

Consistent with desire to bring the 
‘real world’ into teaching abut food 

and fibre
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Three quarters of the teachers surveyed use or have used the 
Primezone website

72%

65%

57%

50%

41%

32%

29%

25%

17%

14%

12%

9%

9%

20%

10%

www primezone.edu.au (Primary Industries Education…

www.mla.com au (Meat & Livestock Australia)

www.cottonaustralia.com.au (Cotton Australia)

www.australianpork.com.au (Australian Pork)

www.agrifutures.com.au (AgriFutures Australia)

www.nff.org.au (The National Farmers’ Federation)

www.nswfarmers.org.au (NSW Farmers is an Association)

www.careerharvest.com au

www.frdc com.au (Fisheries Research and Development…

www.horticulture.com.au (Hort Innovation)

www.fwpa.com.au (Forest and Wood Products Australia)

www.farmertime com.au

www.canegrowers com.au (Cane Growers)

Other

None of these

35. Below is a list of websites that provide resources and information for teachers about primary industries and food and fibre. Which of these 
resources have you ever used before?  Total Base: n=139.   No significant differences by key demos @ 95% CI noted.

Websites Used for Resources



Those who use the Primezone website were more likely to also visit a 
range of industry specific sites than non-users

79%

65%

61%

52%

39%

36%

34%

19%

18%

14%

11%

10%

22%

0%

28%

36%

21%

13%

15%

10%

3%

10%

5%

8%

5%

5%

15%

36%

www.mla.com.au (Meat & Livestock Australia)

www.cottonaustralia.com.au (Cotton Australia)

www.australianpork.com.au (Australian Pork)

www.agrifutures.com.au (AgriFutures Australia)

www.nff.org.au (The National Farmers’ Federation)

www.nswfarmers.org.au (NSW Farmers is an Association)

www.careerharvest.com.au

www.frdc.com.au (Fisheries Research and Development Corporation)

www.horticulture.com.au (Hort Innovation)

www.fwpa.com.au (Forest and Wood Products Australia)

www.farmertime.com.au

www.canegrowers.com.au (Cane Growers)

Other

None of these
Primezone visitor

Non-Primezone visitor

35. Below is a list of websites that provide resources and information for teachers about primary industries and food and fibre. Which of these 
resources have you ever used before? Base: n=100 (those who have visited Primezone website) / n=39 (those who have not visited).   

Other websites used by Primezone site visitors and non-visitors



Primezone 
Resources



Uptake of the Primezone website is strong – especially among those 
who teach food & fibre all the time. However, reach could be 
improved among core subject teachers 

39. As you may or may not know, your school is a registered member of the Primezone program. Have you visited the Primezone website before? Total Base: n=139  40  Why haven’t you visited the Primezone website? Base: n=44  
Significant differences by key demos in @ 95% CI

Barriers to visiting the Primezone website

59%
32%

9%

Yes No Unsure

Visited the Primezone website?

Teachers were significantly more likely to have visited the Primezone website if they ‘teach 
food & fibre’ all the time (75%) or if they have previous experience in food & fibre industries 

(72%)

We also saw a skew to regional (70%) and  remote/rural teachers (68%). 

“I have never heard of it.” “I didn't know about it.”

“Haven't heard of it in my 
English classroom.”

“I believed you had to pay or 
subscribe to the service.”

“I know nothing about it. 
Didn't know it existed, don't 

know what it is or relates 
to.”

“Didn't know it existed -
perhaps primary school use it 
(I'm a high school teacher).”

There seems to be a mismatch 
when prompted with the PIEFA 

name (72% said they had visited 
Primezone.edu.au – PIEFA – slide 

37). This indicates that not all 
teachers are making the connection 
between PIEFA and Primezone so 
reported usage is likely lower than 
true life. It’s important for teachers 

to connect the two but the 
Primezone name alone may be too 

generic for teachers to make the 
connection.
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One in two teachers are using Primezone at least monthly and 
primarily used to search for & access learning resources – but also 
key in driving traffic to industry-specific websites

6%

11%

35%

20%

17%

9%

2%

Weekly or more often

About once a fortnight

About once a month

About once every 3 months

About once every 6 months

About once every 12 months

Less often than once every 12 months

Frequency of use of Primezone

Net: Monthly 
or more often 

52%

71%

61%

60%

54%

34%

32%

28%

23%

4%

4%

Searched for school resources

Followed links to external resources

Downloaded worksheets

Accessed video content

Signed up for the enewsletter

Saved notes for future reference

Bookmarked topics for future reference

Researched about Careers

Other

Can’t recall

Key actions taken when visiting Primezone

41. How often do you usually visit the Primezone website? 42. What actions have you taken when visiting the Primezone website? Base: n=82 (visitors to website)   No significant differences by key demos in @ 95% CI
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15%

60%

15%

8%

3%

Very easy

Somewhat easy

Neither

Not very easy

Not easy at all

Last visit to Primezone was within the last month for almost one in 
two teachers, in an effort to find content and resources for 
classroom use 

5%

13%

24%

23%

13%

12%

4%

5%

Within the last week

1-2 weeks ago

3-4 weeks ago

2-3 months ago

4-6 months ago

7-12 months ago

More than 12 months ago

Can’t recall

Recency of use (last visit) 

Net: Last 
month: 43%

67%

15%

13%

2%

2%

Looking for content and
resources to use in my

classroom

Seeking support to develop my
teaching plan

General research

Other (specify)

Can’t recall

Actions taken (last visit) Ease of use (last visit) 

Net 
Easy: 
75%

The Primezone site is regarded as being relatively easy to use but there is some scope for improvement 

43.Thinking of the last time you visited the Primezone website, how long ago was that? 44. Still thinking about your last visit, what was the purpose of your visit to the Primezone website to the best of your recollection? 45. And on this 
occasion, how easy was it to find what you needed? Total Base: n=82 (visitors to website)   No significant differences by key demos in @ 95% CI
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Most who have visited Primezone have used content in their 
classrooms, with the majority finding it relatively easy to use and 
engaging for students 

Used Primezone Resources in Classroom Ease of Use (Primezone Resources) 

48. Have you used Primezone resources and materials in your classroom? Base: n=82 (visitors to website) 49. How easy are the Primezone materials to integrate into your lesson plans? 50. And how well do your students engage with 
Primezone resources and materials when you use them?Base n=63 (have used in classroom). No significant differences by key demos in @ 95% CI

77%

12%

11%

Yes No Unsure

27%

65%

5%

3%

0%

Very easy

Somewhat easy

Neither

Not very easy

Not easy at all

Net 
Easy: 
92%

Student Engagement

24%

65%

8%

2%

2%

Very well

Okay

Neither

Not so well

Not well at all

Net 
Well: 
89%
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But some scope for improvement to enhance impact in the classroom 
– particularly in secondary level resources and in the amount of ‘re-
work’ teachers need (want) to do to implement the resources

32%

52%

13%

3%

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

120%

Totally disagree

Somewhat disagree

Neither

Somewhat agree

Totally agree

Positive Impact in Classroom 

51. How much do you agree or disagree that Primezone resources and materials have contributed improving student awareness and knowledge about Food and Fibre production  52.And why do you say that?.Base n=63 (have used in 
classroom). No significant differences by key demos in @ 95% CI

Net Agree: 84%

“Students who are not from an agricultural 
background, and even those who are, have 
acquired valuable information on a range of 

topics.”

“Variety of resources 
including videos, 

worksheets, even lesson 
plans”.

“Finally there is a place 
where all resources for 

FaF Education are 
located all together. It 

has created an 
environment where 

resources and the use of 
them within schools 

promotes consistency of 
the content covered.”

“Not successful in finding suitable 
secondary teaching resources in the past.” ‘”I can only use small portions of the resources for lessons.”

“videos are used 
represented authentic 
voice of farmers   they 

were current   presented 
modern technologies”

“Most teachers lack the contextual knowledge 
to create engaging experiences for students 
on their own. Primezone enables access to 
resources across many sectors of the food 

and fibre production industries..

“Students find some of the resources very dry. I 
found I was constantly rewriting, or completely 

creating something new to engage my students.”

“As a metro school, most kids haven't had the experience 
of visiting a farm etc, so often I have to unpack the 

material to first start with something about the industry.”
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Consistent with this, advocacy for the Primezone website is mixed.  While 
promoted as a great site for ‘cross-curricular’ resources and connecting to 
industry, some struggle with functionality and relevance of content  

33%

30%

37%

Promoters (9-10)

Passives (7-8)

Detractors (0-6)

Net Promoter Score: +4  “I have found it to be an amazing site 
that has so many different options for 

resources.  I use it as my go to site 
for initial information about a topic 

and then adapt what I find to suit my 
students needs.”

“Easy to use. Easy to modify 
resources. Australian content.”

“There are a great range 
of cross-curricular 

resources available. Most 
of my recommendations 
are to teachers in other 

faculties.”

“I found filtering to specific 
year level was the hardest 
part - one I did this it was a 

great site for resources.”

“It seemed to be focussed on 
the NSW curriculum. This is 

close to the Qld requirements, 
but not always aligned.”

“Primezone allowed me to initially 
engage with the 'food and fibre' 

topics and directed me to website 
which I used for planning and 

delivering my lessons.”

“So many times in the past when 
searching for resources on Primezone 
I have been disappointed in what was 

available, as mostly for Primary School 
teachers.”

‘Couldn’t find resources, and 
many links didn't work”

“Because it is mostly 
based on the traditional 
and outdated industrial 

agriculture models. 
Agriculture is fast moving 

beyond this. It is 
outdated.”

“I find sometime that 
applying the filters actually 

makes resourcing really 
hard. ”

“I have found the resources to 
be of a high quality.”

46. On a scale of 0 to 10, how likely is it that you would recommend the Primezone website to a colleague? 47.And why do you say that? Total Base: n=82 (visitors to website). No significant differences by key demos in @ 95% CI
45

Score was -9 for metro 
users (n=29) and +9 for 
regional/remote/rural 

users (n=58).



Professional 
Learning



Face-to-face workshops are the most preferred delivery mechanism 
for food and fibre related PL. There is scope for online workshops 
and self-paced modules available on the Primezone website

Professional learning preferences

53.  If Professional Learning in the area of Food and Fibre was able to be offered to you, how would you most prefer this to be delivered?  Please select as many as apply.  Total Base: n=139  No significant differences by key demos in @ 
95% CI

70%

63%

60%

28%

24%

6%

Face to face conferences, seminars or
workshops

Online conferences, seminars or workshops

Professional Learning modules available on
industry or Primezone website

Newsletters (e.g.  term, semester)

One-on-one consultancy with individual schools

Other

“I run the Agriculture strand of the new pilot program called 
Rural Learning Exchange in NSW DoE schools. I would like to 

host mini sessions focused on our goals virtually across the five 
schools I work with currently.”

“Depends on the topic. Also an alignment with the Agriculture 
High Schools Yanco, Farrer and perhaps Hurlstone would/could 
be beneficial as central hubs to assist local schools. Farrer does 

already do this to a degree...”

“Needs to be NESA registered.”
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Scheduling preferences

54.  You mentioned that you were potentially interested in Food and Fibre Professional Learning conferences, seminars or workshops.  When would you most prefer that these events be scheduled?.  Total Base: n=139  No significant 
differences by key demos in @ 95% CI

40%

32%

20%

8%

Weekdays during school hours

After school during the week

During school holidays

Other

“Being able to do them at my own pace would be great.”

“Any time - preferably not holidays.”

“Weekdays either during school or school holidays. I work part 
time and can only attend when I’ve childcare available.”

Preference for PL workshops and seminars is during 
working hours or after school
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